
The strength of this book lies in the practical application of vibration analysis and the 

important subject of electrical testing. Ron does a nice job of explaining resonance 

testing and the practicalities of balancing, and has a good discussion of the Unbalance 

Tolerance Guide. I have been troubleshooting vibration problems for 40 years, and 

after reading this book, have no doubt that Ron has been on the front lines and is 

a true brother in arms. If someone is starting out in the business of troubleshooting 

vibration problems, they should read this book and absorb the nuggets of gold that 

Ron has extracted after many years of field experience.

Nelson L. Baxter, P.E., Category IV Vibration Specialist

Ron’s book shows how analysts of 5 or 50 years in the field can help themselves in 

their approach to investigating potential issues in plant machinery. His collection 

of real-world problems captured from over 35 years of working in the field of reli-

ability maintenance is an asset to all who follow the same path. I highly recommend 

the book to anyone who has a desire to learn and to better themselves in this craft, 

because I know that it’s done wonders for me.

Ejijah Brantley, Vibration Analyst, Thiele Kaolin Company, Sandersville, GA
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This is indicative of a bad induction motor rotor. The “1X” text is positioned at 

running speed, 3,581.25 rpm. The sideband cursors are reading ±37.5 cpm. Notice 

that this is twice the difference between 3,600 cpm and 3,581.25 rpm.

The horizontal readings on the motors and fans contain most of the data. The 

vertical and axial readings are as follows:

MOV and MOA
Velocity magnitude trend

50-Order velocity spectrum, 800 lines of resolution

Demodulated spectrum, 800 lines of resolution

The measurements are the same at the MOV and MOA locations, not needing 

the high-frequency and high-resolution readings. The only difference between the 

fan and pump templates is the alarm band for vane pass frequency, which is more 

prevalent in pumps.

C A S E  S T U D Y
Consider this example of a piece of equipment that was part of a trending 
program, as shown in Figure 3.5. This machine has a vertically mounted motor 
with a close-coupled fit to a multistage gearbox. The motor has a speed 
of 1,800 rpm. The impeller speed is approximately 60 rpm. This means a 
gearbox with a lot of gears (see Figure 3.6)!

Figure 3.5 Simplified drawing of motor and gearbox agitator.
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 ■ Never over-grease a bearing. (If a little grease is good, is more grease better? 

Never!)

 ■ Do not believe that an over-greased bearing will self-purge.

It is my experience that grease never exits the purge port designed to relieve this 

condition.

Newly installed bearings indicating excess heat are usually over-greased. Don’t 

prolong the agony. Open the bearing and remove some of the grease. A good rule 

of thumb is to pack a new antifriction bearing with grease on both sides. Install the 

bearing inside the pillow block housing. Then fill the internal cavity with grease up to 

the middle of the ball/roller at the bottom of the bearing. 

C A S E  S T U D Y
A major oil refinery asked my company to look at a 400-hp motor that was 
running hot. The shop mechanics removed the end bracket, and inside they 
found a beautiful relief sculpture in lovely blue-green grease. The entire end 
bracket was full. This wasn’t a case of accidental over-lubrication. Someone 
had hooked up a motorized greaser to this motor and then went to lunch. 
Easy fix! I had the refinery remove all grease guns and machines from the 
mechanics and installed automatic lube systems on all motors. 

For those of you not familiar with single-point automatic lube systems, they will 

eliminate all the over- and under-lubrication issues your machinery might encounter. 

I highly recommend them for one reason: the time period for regreasing bearings 

might be 6 months. This means that 5½ months down the road, the bearing is most 

probably under-lubricated. The end user can program this system to provide small 

amounts of grease each week, guaranteeing that new grease is supplied to the bearing 

(Figure 3.31).
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REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. What is the most important item that should be trended on an oil-filled 

gearbox?

2. What is the shape of an ideal polarization index test curve on an electrical 

motor winding?

3. What is the significance of the broadband energy at the top center of this 

historical spectral waterfall plot? Assume ball bearings.

4. What are the wo most important software features that should be imple-

mented for a successful vibration trending program?

5. True or False. Gathering data is all that is required for a successful trending 

program. 
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radius) worked well. Trial weights are best placed on the leading edge of the fan blade. 

If this is not possible, use steel trial weights and always tack weld them on! 

Rotors that are operating near a critical frequency will have amplification of the 

vibration at 1×. This calls for a much smaller trial weight. 

C A S E  S T U D Y
Another customer had a motor-gearbox-compressor in chlorine service with 
a compressor speed of 8,400 rpm. There was a natural frequency near this 
speed. A moderate vibration issue was balanced out successfully with an 
addition of 10 g to the coupling.

The phase information on the compressor bearings indicated that the 
ends were 180 degrees out of phase. This would mean that the coupling-rotor 
combination was operating near the second rigid-body mode. Adding weight 
to the compressor side of the coupling brought the vibration levels down on 
both ends of the compressor. If the imbalance had been a couple, meaning 
that weight would be required on both ends of the rotor placed out of phase 
with each other, addition of the weight to the coupling would have lowered 
the vibration on one bearing, but the other bearing levels would have risen.

The matrix in Figure 5.4 can be used to cut trial or final weights from ¼-inch 

plate steel. An additional “field learned” fact: a ⅛-inch welding rod, when used to 

attach the steel plate to the rotor, adds approximately 20 g per rod. Trick: Hammer all 

the flux off the rod and then weight it!

Figure 5.4 Trial weight calculations.
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capability that was the result of input from Detroit automotive engineers. The 
data could be played back with dedicated memory set to record given orders 
of running speed. The data were all saved as order-tracked data, meaning 
that the internal clock of the FFT is bypassed, and the data-collection timing 
is slaved to an encoder reading shaft speed. Dedicated orders to be saved 
included 1× running speed, ball pass frequency order (BPFO), ball pass 
frequency inner (BPFI), and ball spin frequency. The results are plotted in 
Figure 6.18.

Figure 6.18 Coast-down of dynamometer.

The two large peaks in the center of the plot (identified by “BPFO”) 
represent the ball pass frequency outer race from both motor-generator 
bearings. The amount of vibration on such a slowly rotating rotor was cause 
for concern. There was a serious defect in the outer race. Both bearings 
had cracked outer races! I made a call to the manufacturer of the dyno. The 
question was asked, “Did you ship the entire dyno with the output shaft rolls 
in place?” The answer was affirmative. “Did you block support the rolls?” The 
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Figure 7.6 shows the first bending mode. You can see that its frequency is 21,556 

cpm, or more than 3× operating speed for this two-pole motor. You can also see that 

the mode shape curve crosses the centerline, indicating true bending. The displace-

ment at the bearings is in phase for this mode.

Note: This is the first mode discussed on this topic that the motor manufacturer 

is 100% responsible for because it is determined by rotor stiffness and mass. The sup-

port stiffness has no effect on this mode. 

Figure 7.6 First rotor bending mode.

The critical speed map results in Figure 7.7 are the key to understanding what’s 

happening with the reconditioned motor, now vibrating on its foundation. Note that a 

base stiffness somewhere between 50,000 and 100,000 lb/inch is ideal for this motor. 

If your foundation is such that the equivalent support stiffness is close to 30,000 lb/

inch, then the second rigid-body mode of the motor would be excited. Note the inter-

section of the 3,600-rpm line with the second rigid-body-mode curve and the 30,000 

lb/inch equivalent support stiffness vertical line. Equivalent support stiffness is the 

total stiffness in series from the bearing down to the Earth. The weakest link in that 

stiffness chain largely determines the equivalent support stiffness:

Total stiffness 1/k total = 1/k bearing + 1/k bracket  
+ 1/k foot shims + 1/k base + 1/k concrete floor + 1/k dirt
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bled and then reassembled in the machine, paying close attention to the 

match marks.

15. Check the velocity spectra for the predominant frequency of the vibration. 

It will be something other than fan 1×. It could be electrically generated 

by the motor, bad belts, and so on. Find the cause and then attack that 

problem next.

16. The G specification is based on mass and speed. The wheels, for their mass, 

turn at slow speed.

17. Response to unbalance due to the weight is linear at different radii. The 

mass is being placed at a radius that is 3× the trial weight location, so the 

final mass is 70 g. Because the welding rod will account for 20 g of this, the 

plate should be cut to weigh 50 g. 

18. So he can remove it in the field! High-speed machinery has the potential to 

operate near or above a first-bending-mode natural frequency. When this 

occurs, the high spot on the rotor and the heavy spot switch places. This 

means that the weight added to the fan in the balance machine operating 

at low speed will be in the exact opposite position for an acceptable balance 

at speed. The weight, painted with red paint, was removed in the field after 

the at-speed vibration readings were found to be unacceptable. The result of 

removing that weight left the fan running with excellent levels.

CHAPTER 5

1. 1½ to 2 hours.

2. The built-in stresses from improperly seating rotor laminations have 

relieved themselves, and now the rotor is unbalanced.

2 × 2 × 0.25 inch = 1 inch3; 1 × 0.283 = 0.283 lb. 

1 lb = 454 grams. 0.283 * 454 = 128.5 g. 

128.5 g weight plus 20 g of welding rod = 148.5 g. 
Note: Density of steel is 0.283 lb/inch2.

3. Force should be 1/10 of rotor weight, or 100 lb. 
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Force (lbs) =

1.77 x (          )
2

 x ounce-inches

100 lbs =

1.77 x (         )
2

 x ounce-inches

ounce-inches = 4.36

RPM

1,000

3,600

1,000

Don’t forget that this is 4.36 oz at a 1-inch radius. If the weight 

radius is 6 inches, then the estimated trial weight is 4.36 oz/6 inches, 

or 0.73 oz.

4. Trial weight insufficient to generate a force of 10% of the rotor weight.

5. Large changes in trial weight results could be due to the rotor running near 

a critical frequency. Therefore, the amount of weight necessary to balance 

the fan will be less than the calculated result. The newbie should make a 

change from 100 to 200 g and make another run. Remember, the main 

objective is to get a change in the vibration level and/or phase. Once a 

change has been registered, the balance programs will work efficiently.

6. False. The four-run method will work well. This method is also very effec-

tive for rotors operating near a bending critical frequency because the phase 

information can be erroneous at critical frequency.

7. False. Steel trial weights should be used at the edge of steel fan wheels and 

the weight tack welded on. If the fan is made of another material, other 

methods should be used, such as using the leading edge of the fan blade for 

trial weight placement. The centrifugal force will keep the trial weight on 

the fan blade.

8. True. This will result in a rotor that will run much smoother as the bow 

takes effect, moving back to the original phase angle. Basically, the vibra-

tion levels will continue to drop from startup until they reach a very low 

level as the phase switches 180 degrees. Then, as it continues to come to its 

final bow, the vibration levels will be very low.

9. Peak averaging will save the maximum value at every spectral line during 

a coast-down. The technician should start the average and then shut the 

machine off. As the values are saved, the technician can watch to ensure 
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that the 2× vibration doesn’t write over the 1× vibration values by stopping 

the average before the 2× vibration peak reaches the initial running speed 

at the start of the average.

10. Change the y-scale viewing axis to a log scale. This will enhance low ampli-

tude values, and natural frequencies will appear as wide-based peaks in 

the spectrum. They can also tell the technician if the forcing function (the 

peak) is above or below the natural frequency. This can be very helpful when 

attempting to correct the problem by answering the question of whether 

the natural frequency should be pushed higher in frequency or the forcing 

function moved higher if possible.

11. False. Unbalance can be a major contributor to 1× running-speed vibra-

tion, but misalignment, running at resonance, and so on can all amplify 1× 

vibration levels.

12. True. The actual weight required to trim out high 1× vibration when a rotor 

is running near a resonant frequency will be less than what the program 

will call for.

13. Always be prepared to use every tool in your truck. There are more ways to 

get to a successful result, and just because the standard approach isn’t avail-

able (i.e., phase readings, constant speed, and so on), don’t give up. Think 

through the process of what information is needed and how to achieve 

that gathering of data. Then follow through with the process to correct the 

problem.

CHAPTER 6

1. The technician has forgotten to check the window in the data collector. The 

normal Hanning window, used for periodic steady-state vibration, is not 

to be used for triggered impact analysis. The window should be changed 

to exponential or flat top or none. Make sure to change the window when 

going back to collection of running vibration data.

2. The tip of the hammer must match the application. The mass of the ham-

mer is also very important based on the size of the structure under test. 

A very small gear pinion (2–5 lb) requires a very small hammer with no 

extended weight and a steel tip. A large electric motor (1,000–5,000 hp) 

requires a very soft-tipped hammer (soft rubber) and an additional 20 lb 

bolted to the back of the impact surface.
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22. The bearings need to be loaded axially with the addition of wavy-spring wash-

ers. The loading must be calculated because the solution may require multiple 

washers on each bearing, and overloading the bearing must be avoided.

23. Five to seven harmonics of running speed.

24. The laser and prism are on in reverse position. Switch them and redo.

Note: I learned this the hard way—120 ft up in a crane during a  

blizzard!

25. False. It is my experience that based on the stiffness of the I-beam rails, the 

tightening of the foot bolts often can result in pulling the beam up to the 

foot instead of pulling the foot down to the beam surface.

26. (a) True. A scribe mark should be left on the shaft to indicate where this is. 

(b) True. This is critical when aligning the motor—even more import-

ant than magnetic center.

(c) True. Reliance Electric motors are fitted with movable shims.

(d) False. The force due to a rotor not operating on magnetic center is 

very minimal, and therefore it is more important to keep the clearance 

at the mechanical end stops.

27. Check the specifications for the bolt strength based on lowering the diam-

eter. The equipment manufacturer will have a specification for torquing 

down the foot bolts. Ensure that the necked-down bolt will still take that 

torque loading.

28. The inboard feet of both the drive and driven equipment are too low. Add 

0.100 inch of shims to the inboard feet of both machines and start over.

29. The technician can add 0.0005 inch per inch of spool piece. So, for exam-

ple, if a two-pole motor has a radial alignment tolerance of 0.002 inch, the 

addition allowance would be 0.018 inch for a total of 0.020 inch. Allowance 

is only on the parallel readings, not the angular readings.

30. False. The technician, if he suspects that this is the predominant problem, 

can use a laser alignment system to identify the movement of the drive 

and driven equipment. Mount the laser head on a bracket of the driver, 

and mount the prism on a bracket mounted to the driven equipment. Zero 

them before the unit is started and loaded. After everything is up to oper-

ating temperature, take the laser readings. These readings will instruct the 

technician where the starting alignment should be by starting with these 

offsets. Then, as the machine comes up to temperature, the alignment read-

ings should approach a very good set of readings.
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